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Once upon a time, the United States literally taught the rest of the world how to make cars. We were the ones
that invented the assembly line. We were the ones that showed the rest of the world what mass production
could do for an economy. For decades, we produced more cars than anyone else and we sold more cars than
anyone else. But now all of that has changed. Japan makes far more vehicles than we do today. As you read
this, state of the art production facilities are going up all over China. If we want to remain a great nation, then
we need to start becoming great at making things once again. The following are 17 facts about the decline of
the U. The average length of a marriage in the United States that ends in divorce is only 8 years. The United
States made less than half that 2. During , less than 13 million new automobiles were sold in the United States.
Well, in the U. Japan now manufactures about 5 million more automobiles than the United States does. Today,
that figure is down to about 20 percent. One analysis of census figures found that Sadly, it is not just the auto
industry in America that is falling apart. In fact, almost everywhere you look in our economy and in our
society as a whole there is decay and decline. For example, our infrastructure was once the envy of the entire
globe. In that article, I discussed many of the long-term trends that are systematically destroying this nation.
Just because we have had it so good for so long does not mean that it will always be that way. As a nation, our
wealth is declining. A decade ago, the United States was ranked number one in average wealth per adult. By ,
the United States had fallen to seventh. We lived off the wealth created by previous generations for a long
time, but that was not enough for us. We always wanted more. Today, when you add up all forms of debt in
America, it comes to over 50 trillion dollars. We are a great nation that is in an accelerating state of decline.
We have got to quit living off of the past accomplishments of previous generations. We have got to quit being
so lazy and decadent and spoiled. There is absolutely no guarantee that America will always be a great nation.
In fact, when great nations fall, it usually happens very quickly. And it should sicken you too.
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Rust Belt The deindustrialization of Detroit has been a major factor in the population decline of the city. In ,
Detroit had a population of , people, making it the thirteenth largest city in the U. The industry drew a million
new residents to the city. The new workers came from diverse and soon far-flung sources. Nearby Canada was
important early on and many other workers came from eastern and southern Europe, a large portion of them
being ethnic Italians, Hungarians, and Poles. An important attraction for these workers was that the new
assembly line techniques required little prior training or education to get a job in the industry. Immigration Act
of , with its limited annual quotas for new immigrants. In response, the industry - with Ford in the forefront turned in a significant way to hiring African-Americans, who were leaving the South in huge numbers in
response to the combination of a post-war agricultural slump and continuing Jim Crow practices. A World
War II boom in the manufacture of war materiel contributed to this growth surge. A variety of factors
associated with the auto industry fed this trend. There was the large influx of workers. They earned
comparatively high wages in the auto industry. The plants they worked at, belonging to different major and
minor manufacturers, were spread around the city. The workers tended to live along extended bus and
streetcar lines leading to their workplaces. The result of these influences, beginning already by the s, was that
many workers bought or built their own single family or duplex homes. They did not tend to live in large
apartment houses, as in New York, or in closely spaced row houses as in Philadelphia. They tended to have far
less access to New Deal mortgage support programs such as Federal Housing Authority and Veterans
Administration insured mortgages. African-American neighborhoods were viewed by lenders and the federal
programs as riskier, resulting - in this period - in much lower rates of homeownership for African-Americans
than other residents of the city. This upper stratum moved to outlying neighborhoods, and further, to
well-to-do suburbs such as Bloomfield Hills and Grosse Pointe. Oakland County, north of the city, became a
popular place to live for executives in the industry. Public policy was automobile oriented. Funds were
directed to the building of expressways for automobile traffic, to the detriment of public transit and the inner
city neighborhoods through which they were cut to get to the auto factories and the downtown office
buildings. On the other hand, there were very few African-Americans in the suburbs. Real estate agents would
not sell to them, and if African-Americans did try to move into suburbs there was "intense hostility and often
violence" in reaction. This change was facilitated by the great concentration of automobile production into the
hands of the "Big Three" of General Motors , Ford , and Chrysler. The Big Three were able to put nearly every
smaller competitor auto-maker out of business. While this corporate concentration was taking place, the Big
Three were shifting their production out of central Detroit. Between and the Big Three built 25 new
manufacturing plants in the metropolitan area, not one of them in the city itself. Ford Motor was one of the
first to undertake major decentralization, in reaction to labor developments. This led Ford to be concerned
about the vulnerability of its huge, flagship Rouge River plant to labor unrest. Ford therefore decentralized
operations from this plant, to soften union power and to introduce new technologies in new plants, and expand
to new markets. Ford often built up parallel production facilities, making the same products, so that the effect
of a strike at any one facility would be lessened. The results for the River Rouge plant are striking. From its
peak labor force of 90, around , the number of workers there declined to 30, by and only about 6, by This
decline was mainly due to automation. Auto plants and the parts suppliers associated with the industry were
relocated to the southern U. The major auto plants left in Detroit were closed down, and their workers
increasingly left behind. The neighborhood businesses that had catered to auto workers shut down. This direct
and indirect economic contraction caused the city to lose property taxes, wage taxes, and population and thus
consumer demand. The closed auto plants were also often abandoned in a period before strong environmental
regulation, causing the sites to become so-called "brownfields," unattractive to potential replacement
businesses because of the pollution hang-over from decades of industrial production. The neighborhoods with
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the most closed stores, vacant houses, and abandoned lots were in what had formerly been the most heavily
populated parts of the city, adjacent to the now-closed older major auto plants. By the s and s, the auto
industry suffered setbacks that further impacted Detroit. The industry encountered the rise of OPEC and the
resulting sharp increase in gasoline prices. It faced new and intense international competition, particularly
from Italian, Japanese and German makers. Chrysler avoided bankruptcy in the late s, but only with the aid of
a federal bailout. GM and Ford also struggled financially. The industry fought to regain its competitive footing
but did so in very substantial part by introducing cost-cutting techniques focused on automation and thus
reduction of labor cost and the number of workers. It also relocated ever more of its manufacturing to
lower-cost states in the U. Because the city had flourished in the heyday of the auto industry, the city made
periodic attempts to stimulate a revival of the industry within the city. For example, in the s the cities of
Detroit and Hamtramck used the power of eminent domain to level part of what had been Poletown to make a
parking lot for a new automobile factory. On that site, a new, low-rise suburban type Cadillac plant was built,
with substantial government subsidies. Rise of the suburbs[ edit ] By the s, Detroit had essentially reached its
geographic limits, with its expansion stopped by either going against already-incorporated cities or facing
Michigan laws making it impossible to cross a county line. Redford had incorporated as a charter township in
after parts had been annexed to Detroit. The remnant of Springwells Township which had not yet been
annexed incorporated in as the city of Fordson, later joining Dearborn along with a section of Dearborn
Township between the two cities. The only townships bordering Detroit in that did not cross a county line
were Redford Township and the remnant of Dearborn Township which became the city of Dearborn Heights
in By Michigan law, the majority of residents in a township need to approve annexations, which prevented
Detroit from annexing either of these neighboring areas. Suburbs around Detroit expanded dramatically as
African-Americans began to move into white neighborhoods. The singular asset that many white residents
held after World War II was their home, and they feared that if Black people moved in, the value of their
homes would plummet. This fear was preyed upon by blockbusting real estate agents who would manipulate
Whites into selling their homes for cheap prices by convincing them that African-Americans were infiltrating
the neighborhood. Blockbusting agents then profited by reselling these houses at incredibly marked-up prices
to African-Americans desperate to get out of the inner-city. Their hopes were not met as they faced much
racism in Detroit before and after World War II, especially with their search for housing. Racism manifested
in two major ways: Systematic racism furthered the housing gap in Detroit due to many factors including
poverty, redlining, and restrictive covenants. Institutional racism also prevented African-Americans from
equal housing in Detroit through restrictive covenants. In white neighborhoods, realtors would create minimal
income restrictions to their leases. These contracts helped keep African-American families whose income fell
below the poverty line from buying or renting these properties. African-Americans in Detroit were also kept
from housing because of prominent bigotry. The limited housing available to Black buyers made it so that
landlords could raise prices as much as they wanted. Racist landlords consequently increased rent to levels
where Black tenants paid more than Whites for housing which was incredibly prone to fire and filled with
vermin and trash [20]. If they could surpass all of these barriers and find somewhere to live,
African-Americans were often protested against by angry white neighbors. All of these systems played
together to keep Black residents out and neighborhoods racially homogeneous. Factors were a combination of
changes in technology, increased automation, consolidation of the auto industry, taxation policies, the need for
different kinds of manufacturing space, and the construction of the highway system that eased transportation
for commuters. Major companies like Packard , Hudson , and Studebaker , as well as hundreds of smaller
companies, declined significantly or went out of business entirely. In the s, the unemployment rate hovered
near 10 percent. Automotive city In the s and s, freeway construction, as part of urban renewal , cut through
the most densely populated black neighborhoods of Detroit. While the highway allowed for suburbanites to
have greater access to the city, the construction of the highway disproportionately targeted the urban poor,
specifically African-Americans. The demolition of buildings in Lower East Side, Lower West Side, Paradise
Valley, and the Hastings Street business district - and the subsequent physical barriers caused by the freeways
- split and reduced the thriving black neighborhoods. In the s, 2, buildings were removed just for the Edsel
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Ford Expressway I , including jazz nightclubs, churches, community buildings, businesses and homes. Those
who were forced to move in the wake of highway construction were given little notice, and often had trouble
finding new housing. Families on highway sites received only thirty-day notices to vacate and the commission
made no efforts to assist families in relocation. The destruction of neighborhoods for the highway was
preceded with little warning. Additionally, there was little effort on the part of the city to provide housing
assistance for those displaced, which ultimately proved to be catastrophic for the African American
community in Detroit. A letter from a Mrs. Sept Governor Williams: Please consider a family of 6 who are
desperately in need of a house to rent. Husband, wife, and four lonely children, who have been turned down
because we have children. We are now living in a house of the Edsel Ford Express Highway. We have our
notice to move on out before the 23rd of Oct. Nobody want to rent us because we have children. We are so
comfortable here. This will be demolished if we were able we would buy this house. So if anything you can do
will be appreciated from the depths of our hearts. You have done so much to help the lower income families.
Please give this your immediate consideration. Historian Thomas Sugrue notes that of the families displaced
by the razing of the Paradise Valley neighborhood: The best-informed city officials believed that a majority of
families moved to neighborhoods within a mile of the Gratiot site, crowding into an already decaying part of
the city, and finding houses scarcely better and often more overcrowded than that which they had left. There
were injured: In the riots, 2, stores were looted or burned, families were rendered homeless or displaced, and
buildings were burned or damaged enough to be demolished. The dotted line represents the city boundary.
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Share For decades, through the boom and bust years of the 20th century, the American automotive industry
had an immense impact on the domestic economy. In early February , however, news reports showed the
multi-billion dollar U. Big profits were posted again. American auto making companies reigned worldwide in
as the biggest and most profitable. Few could have foreseen the industry colossus which rose from its
inauspicious origins more than a century earlier. Growth With the invention of the automobile and the mass
production techniques of Henry Ford, which made the machine affordable, the American economy has been
transformed by this key element in its prosperity. Tens of thousands of jobs were created as the industry grew.
Workers were required for the assembly lines on which they were constructed. The steel industry and machine
tool makers also flourished as the automotive industry required ever-increasing supplies and components for
the engines, chassis and other metal fixtures of the cars. Beyond these basics, every car needed a battery, head
lights, interior upholstery and paint. Entirely new businesses, or subsidiaries of existing business, were created
to meet the needs of the automobile industry as it grew incrementally year after year. Other unexpected
economic effects rippled outward into numerous additional industries as more people bought and operated
automobiles and eventually became an essential mode of transportation and commerce. Creation Cars required
insurance coverage , which accounted for hundreds of millions in revenue for insurance companies.
Nationwide advertising campaigns for cars added millions to ad agencies and print and broadcast media. The
maintenance and repair of cars became a major business. One of the biggest winners of all was the petroleum
industry which sold gasoline for the ever-expanding numbers of cars on the road. When World War II began,
the automotive industry geared up for military production. The Jeep, a highly maneuverable, overland vehicle
first built by the Willys Company, was manufactured in large numbers for military use. Chrysler retooled to
build tanks. In the immediate years after World War II, pent up demand for new cars gave the industry a boost
in profits. Under the Eisenhower administration in the early s, a national network of interstate highways was
built. When the system was completed, a driver could cross the country on the four-lane roads from New York
to Los Angeles without encountering a single red light. Suburban housing construction boomed to serve the
lodging requirements of families leaving cramped cities for relatively spacious ranch homes on a sizable plot
of land. Countless returning veterans were among the new suburbanites, encouraged and enabled to purchase
homes by the generous terms of government insured loans for people who had served in the military. Further
adding to the economic boom were the furnishings, household appliances and hundreds of additional
incidental items needed for each new home. The trucking industry also enjoyed a sustained period of
economic growth , beginning in the Interstate Highway era, as more goods were shipped via truck, and
through a so-called "piggy-back" system through which trucks were transported by train to key locations and
then unloaded from the railroads and sent to their destinations via roads. The impact on the American
economy of these industries and their commercial enterprises and accomplishments was immense. In some
years, 10 million new cars were sold. For many years afterwards, American auto manufacturers dominated the
world market. But after a period of complacency, major auto makers encountered the formidable competition
of foreign auto makers, principally the Japanese and Germans. Market share was lost by American cars to
these new foreign brands, which provided better gas mileage, affordability and attractive design features. The
Early Years In there were only four cars officially registered in the U. Little more than 20 years later in , 3,,
were registered. Numerous entrepreneurs and inventors went into the auto-making business to meet an
ever-growing demand for the vehicle once derisively called a "horseless carriage," which made the horse and
buggy all but obsolete. The names of these early automakers â€” some of which survived for many decades,
and a few are still operating today â€” are near-legendary: Many of these firms were located in the Detroit
area, and there the Big Three remain to this day. Among the more notable early automakers was The Ford
Motor Company, which is still in business and flourishing again in after the difficult recession of Although
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Henry Ford is often mistakenly thought to be the inventor of the automobile -- he was not -- he was
nevertheless a great innovator. His goal, as he was quoted as saying, was to " Soon, the automobile became a
necessity rather than a luxury item , as it was first positioned in industry marketing and advertising. In less
than 20 years, from to , Ford built more than 15 million cars. The Depression Years Although a record number
of cars were sold in -- the year of the stock market crash in October which ushered in the Great Depression -car sales decreased substantially during those years. Jobs were lost in the industry itself, and in many of the
ancillary businesses associated with automotive manufacturing. Nevertheless, the automotive industry
continued to offer innovative features and designs. Chrysler and DeSoto made cars with new, aerodynamic
streamlining. The United Auto Workers Union was organized in , providing union members in the auto
industry with an increase in wages and other benefits. The union went on strike several times in later years,
extracting more benefits from the companies for which they worked. Some economists claimed that union
benefits including pensions , became financially burdensome for the companies which provided them, creating
nearly insurmountable financial problems and leading to bankruptcies. In , GM launched a line of cars with
Hydra-Matic, a partially automatic gear shifting feature. Two years later, Oldsmobile and Cadillac made cars
with the first fully automatic transmissions. In , Packard became the first brand to offer air conditioning. The
major automakers converted their production facilities to war-time vehicles â€” Jeeps, tanks, trucks and
armored cars. In only passenger vehicles for civilian use were made in the U. When the war ended in , pent-up
consumer demand for new cars created a new boom in the industry and profits hit new highs. By , the
American auto industry rolled out its millionth car, and Buick introduced its Dynaflow automatic
transmission. More innovations followed, including power steering, disk breaking and power windows. But in
, Toyotas and Datsuns -- Japanese-made automobiles -- were imported into the U. Foreign-made, fuel-efficient
cars gained a stronger foothold in the American market during and after the oil embargo and corresponding
rise in gas prices in the wake of the Arab-Israeli war. American firms Ford, GM and Chrysler responded by
manufacturing new lines of smaller, more fuel-efficient cars. In the ensuing years, Honda opened a U. By the
turn of the century, the U. Auto production represented 3. Although Ford celebrated the th anniversary of its
Model T in , there was no cause for GM to celebrate. This colossal failure reflected the slump in the U. There
is dispute about the exact amount of money GM and Chrysler and their subsidiaries received in bailout money.
Various reliable sources reported differing amounts. The United Auto Workers Union, in an effort in to help
the struggling industry, agreed in contract negotiations, to concessions and give-backs on wages and health
benefits. In early , the U. Unemployment figures declined to 8. Miraculously, also in , like a phoenix rising
from its own ashes, the U. About 25 years would be required to replace all of them, given the current rate of
yearly automobile sales. Despite its huge profits, GM announced major cost-cutting initiatives. Americans
love and need their motor vehicles -- for work, business and pleasure -- and the American auto-making
industry will prosper as the nation prospers. But it may take a while. Trading Center Want to learn how to
invest? Get a free 10 week email series that will teach you how to start investing. Delivered twice a week,
straight to your inbox.
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Press release Introduction and executive summary Over the past 30 years the U. In contrast, the overarching
goal of this report is to present a series of windows into the industry that convey its complexity, and that make
clear the limitations of simplistic assumptions about labor and management. A more holistic understanding of
the industry is important since its footprint accounts for an estimated one in every 22 U. A number of themes
emerge: The UAW is transitioning from a union that primarily threatens to withhold labor to one that
primarily enables work. This is evident in the expertise the union now brings to discussions of quality, safety,
predictive and preventative maintenance, workforce development, team-based operations, and other such
topics. In the face of increased market volatility, the UAW and the auto industry have in recent decades
embraced work rules that allow for more modular and more flexible forms of production. Two decades ago, it
would have been considered an important accomplishment to have two or three products built on the same
platform and the same assembly line. Today, there are a number of plants that can produce as many as six
distinct products on the same assembly lineâ€”allowing for much more flexible responses to variation in
product demand. As a result of concessions made on the part of the UAW, the gap in wages and compensation
wages plus benefits between the Big Three and transplants has fallen dramatically in recent years. Instead, all
50, workers who lost their jobs did so through voluntary separation packages. These and other comparable
programs far exceeded what most displaced workers experienced during the recent recession. The impact on
individuals, families, and communities was far less severe than it would have been otherwise. As a result of
globalization and the growing presence of transplants, the geography of the U. This has implications for the
politics around trade agreements, employment practices in transplants, and other matters. The upcoming
collective bargaining negotiations are pivotal to the U. Embedded in the negotiations, however, were two
signals of the transformational change that is a focus of this report. The two transformational signals were
largely invisible to policymakers and the general public. First, the quality subcommittee one of over 20
subcommittees in the negotiations utilized an interest-based, problem-solving approach to bargaining and
generated an innovative agreement to have hourly workers designated as Quality Operating System
Coordinators QOSCs in key areas of all the plants, taking responsibility for driving standardized work
processes and joining with team leaders to generate continuous improvement suggestions from work teams.
Earning a black belt involves completing required coursework in statistical process control and related matters,
as well as leading a major process improvement project through the stages of Define, Measure, Analyze,
Improve, and Control DMAIC , typically generating savings of hundreds of thousands of dollars up to a
million dollars. The proposal was rejected. Fast forward to , when the results of front-line engagement were
increasingly evident. Even with 50, workers taking severance packages to depart from the company during the
downturn, quality made year-over-year improvements. Reflecting on the two years of training for this first
cohort of trainees, she said: No longer were we management and employee, we were team members pursuing
the same goal. Cutcher-Gershenfeld, Brooks, and Mulloy , Back on the job, she describes the impact of the
training: I am able to problem solve [and] coach team leaders. It is not just the statistical part; it is the basic
DMAIC process for scoping problems and getting to root causes. Young further comments on the role of
front-line knowledge: Company successes are not just due to the minds of the people at the top who are being
paid all the money, but the minds of people at the bottom. This is not a false empowerment but truly and
genuinely acknowledging that we have each chosen our part of the job and both are part of success. In
reflecting on the experience, she adds that there are still cultural barriers in the minds of some: Black belt
training has empowered me. People in management do respect you more. When I did pass, some begrudgingly
shook my hand. You could see it in their faces: Cutcher-Gershenfeld, Brooks, and Mulloy , 53 As is evident
from this last quote, despite considerable progress in valuing the distributed knowledge of the full workforce,
there were still deeply embedded assumptions that had not fully changed. At the same time, the very existence
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of hourly employees with black belts speaks of many deeply embedded assumptions that have changed. We
share this story for three reasons. First, it is illustrative of a long-term transformation that has delivered results
and changed lives. The QOSCs and black belts are just two of many pivotal examples that break from
common stereotypes about the auto industry. When Congress and the Obama administration were debating a
bailout of the auto industry, it was seen as troubled in ways comparable to the financial sector. Industry
leaders were berated for flying corporate jets to testify before Congress Wutkoski Unlike the financial sector,
the auto industry in â€” when the congressional hearings were taking place was already well along on a
transformational journey. An improvement of this magnitude does not happen easily or quickly; it is the
product of constancy of purpose over many years in product design and manufacturing. During the brief time
that Cerberus, a venture capital firm, owned Chrysler it became very clear that running an auto company
required deep expertise that was not easily acquired. Consider that a typical car will have as many as 10,
components with an assembly process involving the coordinated efforts of over 4, workers. The heartbeat of
an auto assembly plant is measured in the plant producing approximately one new car a minute. The challenge
for the auto industry when the congressional hearings were taking place was not figuring out how to
improveâ€”that was clear, and improvements were underway. It was the cash-flow implications of the
short-term unprecedented collapse in the consumer market. Working with the UAW, Ford met that challenge
and is now a national leader in job creation, generating an estimated 18, new jobs in the United States since
the recession, including jobs that had been slated for Mexico. Overall, Goolsbee and Krueger document that
motor vehicles and parts manufacturing accounted for an estimated increase of , jobs between June and July
Although there is variability in profit sharing payouts, in the last four years autoworkers have received far
larger payouts than have most U. Indeed, the automakers outsize contribution to the economic recovery has
been one of the unexpected consequences of government intervention. Many viewed the UAW as part of the
problem, citing what they saw as inflexible wages and restrictive work rules. Senator Bob Corker R-Tenn.
Additionally, the union agreed to a lower entry wage in for up to 20 percent of the workforce, after which
workers would receive the higher regular wage. In addition to drawing on material from the Fordâ€”UAW
book, this report also incorporates material from other sources with the overarching aim of presenting a series
of windows into the industry that conveys its complexity. A combination of qualitative and quantitative data is
featured to provide a visceral and comprehensive sense of the industry and its challenges. Not all the pivots
described in the Fordâ€”UAW book or in the industry more broadly were successful. There were certainly
strategic choices in the s and s that, in retrospect, were ill-advised, and there are still pivotal challenges ahead.
It has been argued that a transformation in employment relations requires aligned changes at the strategic
level, the collective bargaining or institutional level, and the front-line workplace level Kochan, Katz, and
McKersie In the domestic auto industry and particularly in the Fordâ€”UAW case, we find evidence of
transformational change at all three levels, though it is still incomplete, and there are many threats to progress.
Thus, the aim of this paper is to make clear the limitations of simplistic assumptions about labor and
management, pointing instead to a deep appreciation for the sources of resilience in an industry whose
extended footprint accounts for an estimated 4. The paper then takes a detailed look at labor costs and work
rules to dispel some of the most persistent myths surrounding the auto industry. Next, it examines a number of
factors shaping U. The â€” and â€” crises For the auto industry, the â€” period was as cataclysmic as the
recession that, for automakers, began in Putting the two crisis periods side-by-side helps illustrate how the
industry copes with adversity, and is instructive about how both labor and management take into account the
public interest to a much greater degree than almost any other industry. The logic of placing the two recessions
side-by-side is evident in Figure A, which indicates that both represent the most precipitous declines in auto
sales in the past half century. Reproduced from Goolsbee and Krueger
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The U.S. auto industry was once a symbol of American dominance, but now it is just a symbol of American decline. If we
want to remain a great nation, then we need to start becoming great at making things once again.
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As an analysis of the problems of the American producers, the book is pretty superficial, with a focus on bureaucracy at
GM and the development of poor car models. Yates fails to really get at the changing dynamics of the industry or the
internal management problems that undermined the companies.
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